
Fundamentals for the Beginning Bassoon Student
by Scott Waizel

I.
Assembly-Disassembly

a. Opening the case

This seems very basic and it is. But the most basic of things can be veryimportant and this is!

First, sit down in a chair and put the case on the floor next to you with thetop of the case facing up. Open the case. Do not put the case in your lap toopen it. For now, do not put it on a table and assemble it while standing. Thebassoon is very big and awkward. Damage can be done if it is put together atthe wrong angle or with too much twisting and turning of the various parts.Sitting down in a chair gives one the best leverage and position to assemblethe instrument correctly and safely.

b. Assembly

1. Pick up the Boot Joint (the one with 2 holes on the same end) and placethe end with the metal cap on the seat of the chair between your legs oron your lap. You should be holding the upper end (with the 2 holes)with your left hand near the upper end.

2. With your right hand, pick up the Wing Joint. This is the smaller of the2 parts that fit next to each other. While holding the boot joint, placethe wing joint into the smaller hole of the boot joint so that the curvedside of the wing joint aligns with the shape of the hole in the boot.There is often a line or scratch mark on the wing and boot which can be
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aligned. This is very critical! Let gravity do as much of the work as
possible. To completely insert the wing joint, grasp the wing joint
firmly but without putting pressure on any keys. Make small turns
while pushing downward into the boot. Do not make big, twisting turns
while inserting any of the joints. If they are too hard to turn add a small
amount of cork grease for cork tenons, or Vaseline for string tenons.

3. The Long Joint (or Tenor Joint) is next. Insert the smaller end into the
remaining hole of the boot joint. Be sure to line up the keys so that
nothing gets bent or scratched. Again, let gravity be your friend. For
the Long Joint, often times no turning at all is required to fully insert it
into the boot. Just get it in the proper alignment and push down from
the top of the joint into the boot. Some may need to rest the bassoon on
the floor now rather than their chair or lap to get the necessary leverage
to completely insert the Long Joint, If any twisting is needed be careful
not to let the low e-flat and d-flat keys on the Long Joint come in
contact with the wing joint.
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4. The Bell Joint can be put on top of the Long Joint now. This shoulddefinitely be done with the bassoon resting on the floor instead of yourchair. Be sure to line up the key mechanism and hold down the low 1,-flat pad on the BeLl while inserting it onto the top of the Long Joint.

5. Finally, the bocal! With the exception of the reed, the bocal is by farthe most delicate of all the parts. It can bend very easily if not treatedproperly. Always make sure there is proper lubrication/moisture (corkgrease) on the cork of the bocal. First, make sure the whisper key lockon the wing joint is not on. (Some bassoons do not have a whisper keylock.) This would cause the whisper key to be in the closed positionand will result in tearing the whisper key pad. Grasp the bocal close tothe cork and insert it into the small hole at the top of the wing joint sothat the nipple is facing the whisper key pad. Make small turns whileholding the bocal close to the cork until it is completely inserted intothe Wing Joint. The bocal should be fully inserted into the wing jointand remain there. It should not be pulled in or out for tuning purposes.

6. Attach the seat strap to the lower end of the Boot Joint. Sit on the strapwhile balancing the bassoon on your right leg and you’re ready togo!
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c. Disassembly

This is done in reverse order of the assembly. You might have to do a little
more turning of the various joints to get them to come loose. However, turn
them as little as necessary to get them apart. Over turning and twisting can
result in scratched wood, bent keys and unhappy bassoon owners!!! When
grasping the various joints for disassembly be careful not to bend any keys.

Also, the bocal, wing joint and small side of the boot joint need to be
cleaned after playing.

Blow as much condensation out of the bocal as possible. Then seal off one
end of the bocal with your finger while blowing into the other end. A small
stream of air should escape from the nipple of the bocal. Do this every time
the bassoon is played to make sure this tiny hole does not become blocked.
Make sure the bocal is secured in the case so it doesn’t rattle around.

With a swab of some sort clean out the wing joint and wing side of the boot
joint. This is the only side that collects condensation during the playing
process. Also, do not lay the bassoon over your lap when it is assembled.
Doing so can cause condensation to run into the tone holes creating loud
uncontrollable gurgles while playing.



II.
The Reed (aarrgghh!!!!)

Choosing

The reed is one thing which makes the bassoon, along with the clarinet,saxophone and oboe, different than any other instrument. It’s a variable thatwe have to deal with on a daily basis. It is not constant. It changes from dayto day with the weather, humidity, altitude, age, etc. It is critical to knowhow to choose the right reed if you are buying them in a store. Also,knowing how to make the simplest of adjustments can make ones life muchmore pleasant!

Things to look for when buying a reed in a store:

a. The Flare
In my opinion, choose a reed that has a narrow flare (from the 1 wire tothe tip). Reeds with wider flares may vibrate easier but they tend to beone dimensional in regards to dynamics and tone. They are also difficultto control. Reeds with a narrow flare, if adjusted properly, work better forplayers of all levels.
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b. Length of the Tube and Blades
Longer reeds vibrate easier and consequently play sooner in the scraping
process. This is not a good thing. Commercial reed makers are in the
business of making as many reeds as they can and selling them as fast as
possible. Quite often they do this by making the blades ridiculously long.
When considering a reed for purchase from a store one should Look for a
reed with the tube (back of the reed to the l wire) about 1 inch in length
and the blades (l wire to the tip) between 1 3/32 to I V4 inches. Don’t
worry about the size of the tip opening yet. That is important but we’ll
talk about it later.

c. Shape of the Wires
Ideally, your reed should have a very round wire and somewhat oval
l wire. Although every reed is different and might not end up with
perfectly shaped wires, look for reeds with these characteristics.
Adjusting the wires is something that all bassoonist and teachers (no
matter their level) need to understand and be able to do. More about that
process later.

*Note Don’t worry about the thread wrapping on a reed when considering it
for purchase. It has nothing to do with the way a reed plays and is largely
cosmetic.

Soaking the Reed

When the reed is completely dry, soak it in water for at least 5 minutes
before playing. It is important to soak the entire reed so all of the cane will
expand during the soaking process. Soaking is critical in order for a reed to
reach its best vibrating ability. Dry cane doesn’t vibrate as well as wet cane.
Soaking a reed in your mouth does not count! All of the cane must be
submerged in water.

You should allow your reeds to completely dry out each night (l-2hours).
This means taking them out of your instrument case and opening up the reed
box so the reeds are exposed to the open air. This will prolong the life of the
reed by not allowing mold and other “science project” type organisms to
form. Do not wear lipstick or any lip ointment if possible when playing on
your reeds. This will ruin your reeds.
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The Tip Opening

After a reed is constructed and ready to be played, changing the tip openingis achieved by adjusting the 1 and 2 wires. Because every piece of cane isdifferent each reed must be treated differently. As a general rule I like to saythe reed should be as closed as possible while still allowing the player tocontrol the entire range of the bassoon. You should consider these 3 things(in this order!) when adjusting reeds:

I. Response
2. Pitch Control
3. Tone Quality

Too often bassoonist adjust their reeds with Tone Quality in mind first.This can cause the response and pitch of the reed to suffer. If a reed’s tonequality is just awfhl chances are the response and pitch aren’t very goodeither. We have a tendency to deal with the obvious (tone) first. Adjustingthe reed for response first will more than likely bring the tone quality andpitch into the acceptable range.

Playing on reeds that are as closed down as possible enables the player tohave maximum control over the bassoon. This will be discussed more in the“adjusting the wires” section.

Adjusting the Wires

It will almost always be necessary to do something to the wires on a newreed. All bassoonist and teachers should know how to check and adjust thewires on a reed. All that is needed is a forming mandrel and a pair of needlenose pliers. ALWAYS SOAK THE REED BEFORE DOING ANYTHINGTO THE WIRES!!!

First, the 2m1 wire should be really tight. Once the 2nid wire is tightened itshould not need tightening again, unless the reed sits for a long period oftime (over a week) without being soaked. If this is the case then check the2 wire to make sure it is tight. This adjustment is critical and can greatlyincrease the stability of a reed. As mentioned earlier, the 2’ wire should beround in shape.
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The 1st wire should be snug but not so tight that it chokes off the reed.
Again, it should have a somewhat oval shape.

Knowing how to adjust the l and 2nd wires is essential. Creating resistance,
lessening resistance, creating a larger or smaller tip opening while
maintaining resistance or changing resistance, adding stability to a reed,
improving pitch control, changing tone quality,.., can all be influenced by
adjusting the wires. Below are some general effects of the various wire
adjustments:

Close the tip - flatten jst wire or round 2m1 wire
Open the tip — round the wire or flatten 2nd wire
Create more resistance — round or 2nd wire (changes tip opening)
Create less resistance — flatten 1st or 2nd wire (changes tip opening)
Check tightness of 2”’ wire for overall stability.
Create more resistance without changing the tip opening — round both wires
Create less resistance without changing the tip opening — flatten both wires

Knowing these and other basic fundamentals of reed adjustment should be
taught and re-enforced to bassoonist of all levels.

NOTE***
Be very careful when adjusting the wires. It only takes a small change in
shape to make an effect on the reed.

ANOTHER NOTE***
The distance between the 1 and 2’ wires is also important. In addition to
effecting the way a reed plays, this distance also determines the adjustability
between the two wires. Unfortunately, once a reed is constructed it is
difficult to change the distance of these wires without adversely effecting the
reed. The l wire should be just above the point where the flare begins. The
2nd wire should be 5/l6inch — 3/8inch below the l wire. This distance will
give you maximum adjustability with the wires. It’s not always possible to
find store bought reeds with these exact measurements.

STILL ANOTHER NOTE***
Which side of the reed should be up and which should be down?
When looking at a reed’s tip opening you can sometimes see a flat side and a
curved side. Usually, the flat side (softer side) should be down. If the reed is
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old and the cane is mushy you might need to turn it the other way. But it’sprobably best to start playing on another reed at this point.

A good test is to attack a D natural above the staff as softly as possible anddiminuendo until the note ends. One side will usually do this easier than theother. Play on the side that attacks and diminuendos the easiest during thistest.

Another test is to play an E natural in the staff as soft as possible and slur tothe G natural (or F# if you’re brave) above it. One side will usually balk andthe slur will not speak as easily. Play on the other side.

During these tests, USUALLY, playing with the flat side down will givebetter results.

EVEN STILL ANOTHER NOTE****
When considering a reed for purchase, try to find one with a tip opening thatis as symmetrical as possible. The reed should be a gradual taper from theback to the tip... .and from the middle of the reed to the sides. If a reed hascollapsed blades when viewing from the tip opening, this indicates weakspots in the cane. Although this can be overcome and might become lessobvious after soalcing, it is best to start with a reed that is as symmetrical aspossible.

OK...ONE LAST NOTE*****
After soaking a new reed, or a reed that hasn’t been played in a while, the tipopening might be REALLY wide. Don’t worry, this is the cane coming tolife.

If it’s a new reed you will need to close it down at the wire and check the2 wire for tightness.

If it’s one that just hasn’t been played in some time then play on it for awhile first (it will probably close down on it’s own) before you close it downat the I wire. Checking the 2’ wire for tightness is always a good thing todo as well.
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III.
Holding the Bassoon

The bassoon is a very awkward instrument especially for young students and
those not familiar with it. Its size makes it somewhat intimidating to younger
students. The fingers and hands do not go in the most natural of positions
and balancing the thing is foreign to anyone who has not spent at least a little
time with the instrument. The good news is these obstacles are easily
overcome with close attention to just a few details.

1. Balancing the Bassoon

First, a seat strap which hooks or connects to the bottom of the boot
joint is necessary. There are many types of seat straps. Those which
wrap around the leg prevent the bassoon from slipping and actually
balance the bassoon a little better, take some of the weight off of the
left hand. The drawback is that one must wear pants (no skirts) to use
this type of seat strap. Also, it is a little more work to put the strap
around the leg and some find it uncomfortable at first.

There is also the type of strap which the performer simply sits on to
support the bassoon. This is fine. These straps might have a cup, hook,
or ring to connect to the bottom of the Boot Joint. These are all ok.

Starting a bassoonist with a neck strap, shoulder harness or balancing
peg is not recommended. Obviously, sitting to play the bassoon is also
recommended.

2. Hand Position! Holding the Bassoon

The bassoon is held across and in front of the body. It is balanced by
resting it on the right leg (near the body) at the top portion of the Boot
Joint and supported with the seat strap and the left hand position.
Where the bassoon touches the right leg depends on the height of the
performer.
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The left hand should feel some of the weight of the instrument where
the index finger joint connects to the hand. Naturally, the index finger
should wrap around the bassoon to cover the first tone hole. This
finger should remain slightly curved. The 2 fmger should always be
very curved (never straight) to cover the second tone hole. The
finger should be relatively straight to cover the third tone hole.
Additionally, these tone holes should be covered with the thicker partsof these fingers not the tips!!!! Don’t worry about the fourth
finger it will take care of itself just don’t curl it into the palm.
The thumb should not be rooted on the whisper key. The thumb needs
to be very flexible because it controls up to 9 different keys. Gettingin the habit of always keeping the thumb on the whisper key makeslearning to use the other keys much more difficult.

The right hand isn’t so complicated. The main thing to remember is torest the thumb (with the middle joint) on the thumb guard next to thepancake key. This will serve as a reference point for the rest of the
hand and insure proper hand position. DO NOT REST YOUR
THUMB ABOVE THE B-FLAT KEY!!!!! THIS IS BAD! !!! With thethumb on the thumb rest you can easily get to the B-flat, Low E
(pancake), F-sharp and alternate A-flat keys.
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Because of the fact that the right hand thumb controls 4 keys and the
left controls up to 9 keys, you now know why bassoonist are
considered to be all thumbs!!!

The fingers of the right hand are all straight and not curved.

It is important to remember to bring the bassoon to you and not lean
forward to the bassoon. The seat strap should be adjusted so that when
the reed is brought to the mouth it touches the lower lip.

The crutch which attached to the boot joint is optional. Some find it
helpfhl and others feel it gets in the way. Either way is fine. It does
help to keep the hand in position easier especially for those who
insist on putting the thumb above the B-flat key.



Iv.
The Embouchure

Before we get specific regarding the bassoon embouchure, remember these
three things:

1. Everybody’s embouchure looks different.
2. It should not feel unnatural or uncomfortable.
3. In the beginning, you must think about it all the time.

Every bassoon player’s embouchure looks different because every bassoon
player’s mouth, lips, teeth and jaw are different. The lips do the biggest
portion of the work. The teeth and jaw play a big supporting role, but the lips
are what bassoonist should think about when playing the bassoon.

Although it might feel a little weird in the beginning, the bassoon
embouchure should never feel unnatural or uncomfortable at least not
once you’ve grown accustomed to the right embouchure for you. You should
not feel contorted or disfigured in any way when using the proper
embouchure. Fatigue is an issue and the muscles in the lips must be
developed and maintained to sustain a good embouchure. In the beginning,
or when you are getting into shape after having not played for a while, it is
normal for face and lip muscles to feel uncomfortable and fatigued.

One of the most difficult things to do on any instrument is changing your
embouchure. We are creatures of habit and what we get used to is naturally
what we revert to when we think of other things like fingerings, blowing,
dynamics, notes, etc. There are so many things to remember when playing
the bassoon, or any instrument. Learning a good embouchure from the
beginning is essential. Once this foundation is set you will not have to think
about it. And many problems that can occur because of a poor embouchure
will never need to be addressed. For the first few weeks of playing the
bassoon, or if you have been playing the bassoon for a period of time and are
changing your embouchure YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT THIS
ALL THE TIME!!! This means not practicing new things that distract from
concentrating on your mouth.
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Describin2 the Embouchure

The most important thing to remember regarding the bassoon embouchure is
to use the lips, not the teeth. Your lips must make a firm cushion around the
reed. The lip muscles are used to control the reed not the teeth and jaw
movement. The lips will tighten and loosen depending on the register being
played, and the jaw will drop when playing in the low register and when
jumping from register to register. But the relationship between the lips and
teeth should remain as constant as possible.

Do not think of pulling your jaw back, or pulling your chin back toward your
neck. This has been used in method books to describe the bassoon
embouchure and should be ignored. It is unnatural and uncomfortable. It
doesn’t allow the entire reed to vibrate to its fullest. And it limits the
player’s ability to control the reed and it looks really bizarre!!!

What you should think about is dropping your jaw down so that your lips,
not the teeth or jaw, are controlling the reed. Simply open the mouth in a
totally natural manner. Saying the word “Oh” and making an “0” shape with
your lips while drawing them slightly inward is a great way to describe a
good bassoon embouchure. Because everyone has different sized lips, some
will need to draw them inward more than others.

A. Use these 2 exercises/descriptions to develop a good embouchure:

1. The Soda Straw

Use a soda straw to draw water (or soda) from a glass. Some will
naturally draw their lips around the straw and some will “pucker”. Do
not “pucker” your lips during this exercise. Draw the lips slightly
inward while drawing the liquid.

If the teethljaw are used, very little or no liquid will make it through
the straw. This is not a good bassoon embouchure.

When the lips are used to form a cushion around the straw liquid is
easily drawn into the mouth. This is a good bassoon embouchure.
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2. The Pencil Exercise

Use a pencil or similar object to perform this exercise. Place the eraser
end of the pencil just above your lower lip so that the upper lip can
hold it in place in a totally relaxed manner.

Next bring the pencil to a horizontal position by closing your teeth
while keeping the lips between the teeth and pencil. (This is a bad
embouchure.)

Too much teeth Too much ‘pucker” Pretty Good Even Better! Lips drawn
inward while opening
the mouth.... Nice!

Step 2—Still easy!
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Now open your mouth (teeth/jaw) while keeping your lips firmly
around the pencil. Using only your lip muscles, try to keep the pencil
as level (perpendicular) as possible while opening your mouth. Hold it
as long as you can. (This is a good bassoon embouchure).

This exercise helps to develop the lip and face muscles needed for a
good bassoon embouchure. It is also a good demonstration of what a
bassoon embouchure should be.

B. How much of the reed should be placed in the mouth?

As much of the reed as possible while still feeling comfortable should be
placed in the mouth. Placing more reed in the mouth enables more of the
reed to vibrate. The top lip should almost touch the lS wire. The bottom lip
should naturally be a little closer to the tip because of the “Oh” shape and

Step 3—Not as easy as you think!
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opening of the mouth. One should think about the placement of the upper lipand let the bottom lip take care of itself.

The amount of reed in the mouth will have an effect on many things. Theseinclude: tone, response, pitch, dynamic range, tip opening, strength of reed,ability to control the reed, amount of air one can blow through the reed.

This is also another very difficult thing to change once a player grows
accustomed to using a certain amount of the reed.

Once a player is accustomed to placing a good portion of the reed in theirmouth it is OK to back off and use less reed for the extreme low notes (lowE-flat to low B-flat), especially when they are being articulated or playedvery softly. This change can be made while playing if necessary. Be carefulnot to let the sound get too buzzy or thin though. That is usually the biproduct of using too little reed since only the tip is vibrating.



V.
Blowing Into the Bassoon

The way in which we use our air to create sound on wind instruments is
different from instrument to instrument. The manner in which the air is
created is largely the same.

For the bassoon, the way we use our air effects not only tone quality, but
also response, pitch, evenness of tone throughout the entire range of the
instrument, and (subconsciously) other areas as well. I often tell my students
that proper air production and control can solve 75% - 80% of their
problems. This might be an exaggeration but not much of one.

Learning to have a solid foundation of air support is not as simple as
explaining or demonstrating the process. It is something which needs to be
stressed over and over again from the very beginning. And it is an aspect of
playing that needs to be practiced even after it becomes habit. This is done
through long tone exercises.

It is important to stress to young players the size of the bassoon. It is much
larger than the flute, oboe, clarinet and other wind instruments their friends
might be playing. We must learn to use our air effectively in order to control
the instrument and not have it control us.

Production

If you’ve ever watched an infant breathe you will notice their stomach
moves up and down with each breath. This is because they have not been
corrupted by our evil, disintegrating world and consequently, still breath in
the most efficient and proper way.

It is important to breath from below your diaphragm (like an infant) when
playing a wind instrument. This not only provides maximum air capacity but
also insures a firm foundation of air support which is critical to so many
aspects of wind playing. To achieve this, concentrate on filling up the area
below the lungs with air when taking your breath. If you’re not sure you’ve
got it you can lay down on the floor (either on your back or stomach) and
breathe. Usually you will feel your stomach moving with each breath. This



is a good thing! You can also stand and bend over at the waist. When youbreathe in this position it can be felt in your stomach area below the lungs.

Now that we’ve figured out how to breathe, it is time to learn how to blowinto the bassoon.

The old saying “You never get a second chance to make a first impression”certainly applies to a beginning bassoonist. The first time they blow into abassoon will determine how they approach and attempt to blow into it thenext time. Beginners typically fall into 2 categories. They either blow waytoo hard and in an uncontrolled manner, or not nearly hard enough. Thisoften has to do with how the reed is adjusted. If the tip is too open then onewill tend to blow their brains out trying to get a sound. If it is too closed thenit can feel like a kazoo and very little air is needed to make a sound. In fact,if too much air is used the reed will balk and not make any sound. If theplayer is biting the reed closed it will also not make a sound. If they’re notforming a firm enough cushion with their lip muscles (puckering) it can alsofail to speak. It is important when beginning the playing process to check thereed and discuss the proper embouchure before talking about air production.

For those who blow too hard in an uncontrolled manner:

Have this student blow in the exact same manner but ask them to play softly.Next have them play mezzo forte (a medium dynamic). This type of playershould concentrate on producing the air in the same manner but just letting itout of their body in a “slower” manner. When someone blows too hard theair is usually coming from the right place below the lungs. They usuallyonly need to control the speed in which the air leaves the body and travelsthrough the bassoon.

For those who do not blow hard enough:

This student should be asked to make the loudest, ugliest, most obnoxious,raucous sound they can while blowing into bassoon of course. Thismight take a few attempts coupled with some encouragement from theirteacher. Once they’ve achieved an acceptable example of ugliness, thestudent needs to remember how their air felt and where it came from whenthey made the sound. Oftentimes when a student who blows too little isasked to do this, the ugliest sound they can make is not ugly at all. The idea
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is to get them to use and produce their air properly. If the sound is too ugly,
ask them to slow the air down when it leaves the body.

When one is blowing into the bassoon, the mid-section (stomach) should
remain solid, since this is our foundation. We should be blowing from
there not the lungs. The only time the mid-section should move is when a

breath is taken.

Tonuin!

The tip of the tongue should touch the tip of the reed and close off the
opening. The attack is made by moving the tongue away from the opening.
For beginners the sound should be stopped with the tongue also. This is an
area of controversy. Some teach that the tongue should never be used to stop
the sound. The problem with this is the following: if you don’t stop the
sound with the tongue, then you must stop the air to stop the sound. By
stopping the air we have lost our air support and our firm foundation. To
make another sound requires us to restart the air all the way from below our
lungs. Stopping the sound by stopping the air also causes notes to drop in
pitch as they are ending. Also, it makes playing very short almost
impossible. As mentioned before, compromising the firm foundation also
effects the pitch, response and tone.

The argument for never using the tongue to stop a note is that it makes the
end of the note sound too abrupt and chopped off. It is very easy to create
this effect by stopping the note with the tongue. However, it is not difficult
to learn how to delicately end notes with the tongue and have them sound
beautiful. One must use their air properly and keep the air support constant
while slowing the amount going into the instrument as the note ends.

Later, the throat can be used to stop notes and not effect the air support

down below. Once good air support habits are developed this usually
happens naturally without much thought. But for beginners, it is essential to
get them in the habit of keeping the air support solid. The only time the

stomach should move is when a breath is being taken.

One more note about air support. When young students (and even more
advanced players) get to passages they are not too familiar with or are
somewhat difficult, the first thing they forget about is the air support. This
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makes things even worse because the tone quality, pitch and other thingsstart to go crazy. This is why it is so important to spend a lot of timedeveloping good blowing habits throughout the range of the bassoon beforeattempting anything too difficult. I believe that a players’ technique,tonguing ability, playing in tune with a good sound, slurring ability,response in the various registers of the bassoon, and certainly dynamic rangeare all dependent on the foundation created with proper air support.

AMEN!




